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Introduction
'I

This paper descrihes a method to collapse an expression with "arbitrary

constants" to an equivalent expression which eontains only rn or rn+1 arbitrary

constant,s, where nn is the minimum possible number of such conslants. The

method requires the ability to factor expressions and to solve linear equations.

It also relies heavily upon the computation of res*ultants. This paper assumes
i',

the reader has some elementary knowledge of algebra and fields.

The term "arbitrary constant" is perhaps contradictory. '!{hat is meant by

artritrary constant is an unknown which has a fixed but arbitrary value

throughout the computation -- a parameter" Arbitrary constants can arise in

the solutions to many kinds of prohlems, including indefinite integration (the

undetermined constant), general solutions to differential equations, general

solutions to functional equations, and solutions to under-determined systems of

equations (u.g., r +V+z=2t x*Zy-z=O. Solution is r=4-3r r A=?;rt-2, z,=rr,

where r1 is an arbitrary constant).

in the process of solving a large problem by automated procedures, we may

introduce several arbitrary constants. In practice, it, is desirable to reduce

expressions with rnany arbitrary constants to expressions with as few indepen-
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dent artritrary constant,s as possible. The reduction in the number of arbitrary

constants generaily results in the reduction of the complexity of the expression.

To sum up, collapsing constants is another example of simplifi.cation, one

which will become more useful as more complex multi-step problems are tack-

Ied by computer algebra systems.

Here are two examples of collapsing of constants(*):

'+' . srr?
r2

and

3(r r*rp)rs x * 2{r ftr )r sV 1 sp *ssy
na + {rp-rr)rrg + {rfi -r$}rfi *€-s/3as1ssy'6

This not a trivial problem solved by local transforrnation. The entire

expression must he considered before performing a reduction. This is easily

seen in the expression
*

\* +\T2 Tz-
ta

Loeal rules would send U +srz and then r"tA |V -+ seg resulting in
f2-'r2

,slf + spy whieh is wrong. The correct answer should be s1* * srU. The space

spanned by these answers is different.

The remainder of this paper builds up to a general algorithm for collapsing

constant.s. The next section shows what to do if we are fortunate enough to have

linear relationships between the arbitrary constants. This section is followed hry

some d.efinitinns and facts frorn algebra. Then we present a brief overview and

an example of what"!\re ean do when the relationships are no longer linear, but

instead are rational Details and optimizations of the algorithm follow this

(f) MACSYMA uses %ri tn solutjons to r:nderdetermined syslems of equations, Following this
style, fi, i,=I,2,3, will be used as uneollapsed arbitrary constants and Si will be

used foi collapsed arbitrary conslants throughout this paper,
L/
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seetion" Some runs of the impl"ementation together ryith timings conelud.e the

paper.

If Life lfere Linear

Suppose we are given the expression

E1 (rr+rp+ro)e + (rr+rs+r*)y
{rs-rs)xz

where ryr-pnTsoT4 are arbilrary, cd'nstants contained. in a fleld. R of

eharacteristic zero; s and U'arevariables. We want t,o express -fl using as few

arbitrary constants as possible. In (1), the variab{es r and. y act only as place

holders. lt-e are interested in flnding a basis for the vect,or space spanned by

(r r+rp+rn, r r+TB+r4, re-rs) (e)

(1, 1,0)r, + (1,0, l)rp + (0, r, -t)rs * (1, 1,O)rn

A standard way to solve this problem is to rewrite it as Af = $ where

(1)

t

k1o 1l.4=lt o t rl
lor-1 ol

Ct = (rr, rs, rs, r^)
St = (sr, se, sn)

"{

Then row reduce the augmented matrix:

[r1o t",l lto 11 ss I
11 011ssi + l0 1-1 0 sr-sa 

I

t0 1-1 0s3l [00 0 0s3-s,+s2J

From which we immediateLy see that the basis has eardinaiity two and is

(s1, sB, sr) = (s1, s2, sr-se) so that (1) ean be rewritten as

t

E =ffi#
Thus, only twn arbitrary constants are required.

A slightly closer look at row reduction of the augmented matrix is beneficial
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sinee it illustrates some of the steps to be performed when the q's are

rationaily related. The flrst step in the red.uction involves eliminating r, from all

trut, the flrst row (equation). The next step is to eliminate rs from alt but, the

second equation, and so on until we have either run out of variables or

equations' Any time a row of A becomes entirely zeroes, then there is a

relationship between the sa (in our example, ss-s1*sp = 0). We are guaranteed

to have used the minimum number of s4 necessary because the non-zero rows of

the reduced matrix form a basis.for (Z).

Some Algebra

Most of what is presented in this section can be found in any standard.

Algebra text, (e.g., [vanDer]). For this reason, proofs are omitted.

The algorithm relies heavily upon resultants. If Fis a field. and /, gr e F[*],
where

f (*) = &mtm + a*-r*m-r + * no 
-{g(r)=bnxn+bn-1xn-r* tbo ':

then the resultant ot f (n) and g(u ) is defi,ned as the following rrl + n by m + n

determinant (the associated matrix is known as the Sylvester matrix):

Arn Am-l tLg

Om Ern-l ng

a,rr1 &m-l a6

bn bn_r bo

bn bn-t bo

hhuft un -l bo
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As is easily seen, the resultant of / and g is a polynomial function of the

coeffi,cients of / and g and is free of r.

Amore general definition of the resultant occurs it f , g e Flx1, . . .,r.71

The resultant of / and g with respeit to z; is contained in f'[e1, . . , , rr-r]. One

of the important properties of the resultant is summarized by the following

theorem [Collins]. .i

Resultant 1heorem: Let f andg be as above, and let res(.rr, " , , ,rr-r) be their

resultant with respect to r.. If (ar, ,ar) i= a common zero of / andS, then

res(a,1,...,0.*r)=0.

This theorem guarantees that every solution of the original polynomials will be a

sclution of the resultant systern (see next section). J

Below are some properties of the resultant. For simplicity, the first

defi"nition of resultant is used, but the results trivially extend lo the second

defi.nition.

Let

,Tt fm

f fuJ = L or*o = 0*ll (r-at)
d=0 d=l
nn

s(n) = I buro = b"fl(r-&)
d=0 i=l

f (*r,,,xr) = fl fo(* r, . . .,nr-r) xl
t=0

g{nr,,., ,n,) = f no(*,r ,. , ,n,-) *}
i=0

!
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hoperty A

ras (J (*J, g @), *\ - 'en g(ar) (A)
i=l

mn

"kaTTI ll (o' - Fi)
r:;t j=t

(-Il"* res(gt*), f (*), *)

PropertyB: If f (r) = f ,(n) f p(r), trren

res(; (*), g(t), *) = tu"(f ,(* ), g(n), r) res (f zb),g(*),*) (B)

Property C: If c is a eonstant, then

res(/ (n), c, n) = res(c, f {x}, x)

= cm {rn = deg{f )) i.

PropertyD: If g(*) = f (*) q(r) + r(r), then

ras (y (*J, g (*), *) = o;lor(cj - d'es(rl res(! (n), r{n), n)

Property E: (not found" in books) It p {n) = f po*'!(r>O), then
d, =0

(c)

(props

(props

(D)

(prop A)

B and C)

B and C)

(prop D)

(prop C)

ras(y(p(r)), g(p(n)), r) = lpfnres(,f (r), g(r),*)J'

Proof of (E):

res(/ (p(r)), s(p{x)), r)
ft7 n

= res("*fl(p(r) - ct),0"fl(n(r) - Fi), n)
d=l j=t

n1" n
= affi flres(p(') - &), o" l{h(*} - Fi), x)

d=l j=l
ntn

= "#b* ff llre s (p (* ) - o.i,, p{*) - Fi, x}
d=lj=l
rf|. TI

= "kby II llpl res (p (* ) - nt, dt - F i, n\
i*lj =I
mn

= nkblf il llpi (ot - Fi)l
i= lj =1

mr-l
= lpi"" "frb| llll("0 - Fi)l

d=li=l

(E)

x*.
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= lpYres(f (r), g(*), t)l' (prop A)

The seeclnd part of the algorithm is a constructive version of the following

well known theorem:

primitive Element Ttreorem: If F is a field of characteristic 0 and if a, S are alge-

braic over F, then ther:e exists an element 7 e F(a, p) such that F(a, F) = f (y).

':

By induction, this theorern can be extend,ed from P elements to n, elernent's:

if a1,. ,dn arealgebraicoverF thenthereexistsTe F(41, "',#r,) suchthat

F(nr, ,,,,ft,.) = Ii.(y)" Inthe pr:oof of this thdorem (forthe case of n =2)' mosl"

authors introduce two irreduciLrle polynomials over F which are satisfied kry a

anrL P. However, inspection of ttre proof shows that the requirement of

irreducibility can fue relaxed to lhe requirernent that the polynomials be square

free, which is more convenient computationally'

If Life were Rational

This section presents the reduction algorithm in brief and iliustrates it trith

an exarnple. In the interest of clarity, the d.etails are deferred until the next

seetion.

The algnrithm shares much in com.mon wilh solving systems of polynomial

equations [Yun]. It divides inLo two steps. The first step successively eliminates

nld arbitrary constants (the ra) from the input set of expressinns and flnds

polynomial relations alrrong the neal arbitrary constants (tfre st)' These

rel.ations can be viewed as defining polynom.ials (or minimum polynornials) for

snme of the s4 over the fi.eld F adjoined by the remaining s4" The second step

applies the primitive element theorem to obtain a single polynomial relation' lf

this relation is linear in any of its variables, then we can solve for that variable

and eliminate il from our allswer, thus using the minimum number of arkritrary

,l
t'

<'
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eonstants necessary. Otherwise, we must be satisfled. with coming within one nf

the minimum number of arbitrary constants necessary.

As an example, suppose we are given the expression

L1 3(r r-rp)rs n + 2(r ,+rr)rsy- zz + (r2-r1)rsy+{rf -r8} r8

where ryrs, rs flre arbitrary constants. Since MACSYMA ean factor polynomials

over the rationals, we will let Q be our field. The * and y are variables and only

serve as place holders. E'canUe rewritten as:

[3(rr-rs)rs, Z(r 61 2)rs, (r2-r 1)rs, (r? -r|)r&]

Let

sr = 3(r"r-ra)rs
sz = 2(rrfra)rs
ss = (rs-r1)rg
sa = (rf -r|)rE

Then set

Prr(rr, re, rs) = 3{rr-ra)rs - s1 = e
Par,(r 1, rp, Ts) = E(rr+rz)rs - sp = [
Pnt(rr, rB, rs) = (r1-rr)ru - ss = 0
P+r{rr, rz, re| = (rfr.-rfl)r& - sa = 0

lTe can eliminate r1 from Ptr hy taking the resultant

Fis(rs ,rs) = res (prr(r r, rz, rs\,-f1r(rr, rs, rs), ,i r), ,L = Z, J, 4

In our example, we obtain

Fuu(ru, rs) = r"(I?rrro - Bse + Zs1)

Frr(rr, ra) = -rr(3s, + sr)
Pnu(rr, rs) = rfr(as rrzrn - 9sn + sf )

(1)

I

g.



Since Pue(rr, rs) = 0,,1 =2,3,4, some factor af. Fip(rs, rs) equals zero. Such a

faetor is determined by factoring, followed by substitution for the si of their

values in terms of the 4" Set, Pap equal to this factor. For example,

Ppp(r2, rs) I?rsrs-3se+2st
lzrprs -3[e(r1+rZ)rs] + e[3(r1-r2)r3] = 0

Notice thal PsB(re,rs) = 3s, + s, is a relation arrong the sa only. Thus the last

task left, is to eliminate rs from Ppe{re,rs) and Pne(rz,rs) since rp has already

been eliminated from P32(re, rs).

F *(, 
") 

= l8(s 1s2-6su)r3

Afler fi.nding the zero factor, we have

P*(rn) = srsa-Gs*

which is a funetion of t,he sa only. There are no more variables to eliminate,

we have flnished the first stage of the algorithrn.

The second stage of the algorithm uses the ,*futio.rr-

s1 *3s3=0 and slsp-6sn=0

to substitute back into

[s1, sp, ss, s+] (3)

whieh is equal to (1). In our example, (e) is easily solved trecause ss and sn both

occur linearly. This will not always he true. In general, the solution is "hard"" to

eompute and will not tre cantained in Q(sr, sz). we can, however, always flnd a

primitive element y which generates s3 and s*. Thus we ean oblain ss and s4 as

explicit functions of s1, s*, and T. In t,he example, we have

(2)

i{,
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S1s3=_F
Srs+=7+ f

and. 67 * 3s, - s rse (minimum polynornial for 7)

The minimurn polynomial is linear in 7, so we can solve for y {"f = (s1sp-Ps r)/SJ

and substitute into the equation for so to obtain

Thus, our flnal answer is

E= slf + $Ey

r?-s/3+s1sp,/6

It uses only two arbitrary constants, one fewer than the original expression.

The Algorithm

Let E' be an expression with variables 14, and the coefficients of the.ri be
-t

rational functions in the (given) arbitrary constairts ri.-We form a list of these

rational functions. Using this list, lhe problem of eollapsing eonstants is; Given

arbitrary const,ants r 1, n Tn and rational functions enpr t, , . , exprm in

T r, . . . , rn over the field F of characteristic zero, flnd a new set of arbitrary

nonstants which has the minimum nurnber of arbitrarv constants necessarv to

span the same fi.eld as the original problern.

Letsa = efrpri,i = L, . .,,ffi. Then set

Pir{r r,', ^, rn) = rnlrn'erfitor (expr1) - si den am'inator (exprt ) = 0

Sinee the gcd af nurnerator(enpr) and denorninator(enpra) is one (it is assumed

L}:.al expri is in redueed form), Pi"r{rr, . . . ,rnl, is irreducible.

lTithout loss of generality, we may assume r, is eontained in P11. The flrst

step of the algorithm eliminates rr from Ptr(rr, . . . ,rn), i.>!, forming
x-
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PtB,ia2,. ,wL, where

Pn"(rn, ,Tn) = tr* tPrr{rr, ,r*\, P41(r 1, ,rr,), rr)

Since Ptr{rr, ,Tn) = 0, the resultant theorem guarantees that

Pou(ru, , , . ,r'n) = 0. Speeifi,cally, some factor of Pnr equals zero' Let

P*{rz,.,,,rrr} be that factor. Pte is easily determined beeause we have

si=e\pri, for all d, and anpri is a function r:f the ri only" Factoring flB over

F[rt, , , ,Tn, sr, , ,s*] and subsliluting sr= eEFTt and si = expr4 into each

factor determines whether the factor equals zero.

Notice that Pip ean not hre identically zero (i.e., equal to zero before

substi.tution for the s6). This is because the resultant of / (r) and g(rn) equals

zero only if /(r) and g{:u) have a commorrfact,or. But,.P11 and Par are both

irreducible polynomials, and are not equal since P11 does not contain sa while Pa1

does. Thus they do not have a common factor"

However, it is possible that PaB is a

nf. 12, . , . ,rnJ. if this oceurs, we have

thus between exprr and enprr.

function r:f s1 and s4 onllr (i"e., it
:l

.s

found a relation tretween s1 and

is free

,S4, flIf d

The following figure may help in understanding some of the notation

(assume wL > n). The itb row contains s4. The jlh column is free of 11, ,Ti-r.

Prr

Pzr

Psr

Pn+t t

Pmt

repeat the above

Pz*,

Psz Ps s

Pn+t z,

Pme

Pn+tn 4r+t r.r+t

P*n Pmn+t
<-

$Ie process to eliminate rs from Ple (we can assume that
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12 is contained in Ppp) to form

ftu(r*, . ,.,T,-) = rr"{Per(rn, ,rn), Pip{rp, ,rn),re\ d = 3, ,wL

Again, we set Pas equal to the zero factor of Pas, whieh is found by substituting

s1 = €trpr1, sB = eqprz, and si=enpri into each factor (over

F[rr, , ,r'n, sl, . . , ,s*]). Notiee that s1, sg, ?.rrd s4 ?,ro the only s's eontained

in Ptn.

lVe eontinue as above, eliminatingrstT4, " " ' . in general (+ = i, ,wr):

Pri(r1,. .. ,rn) = rss(P5-ri-Jri rn), P+i-r{ri,,. ,,rn\,ri-r)

Pti is set equal to the zero factor of Fij, which is found by substituting

st = o*prt, . . r ,sj-r = expri-u and s,r,=ex:pr,i, into each factor (over

F[rr," ,Tn, sl, .,s*]) nf 4t" Pag is never identically zero beeause Pj-lj-l

and Pur-, do not have a common factor. They are both irreducible polynomials

(by construetion) and are not equal since Pti-, contains s4 and. Pi-ri-t is free of

si. I

If rn > n (rnore expressions than arbitrary constants), then the algorithm

stops after forming Pt n+1^ i = r],+I, , , , , rL, since Pin+t must be free of all 15,

and hence a function of the si only, Thus there must be at least nz - rz relations

among the original expressions. lf m" < n. (fewer expressions than arbitrary

constants), then the aigorithm stops after forming P**.

Suppose Pi5 is free of ri. Then

li*r = res(Pr7, Pii,ri) = Pdec(\inPitl

Thus F;i*1 - P+i. in particular, if Pai is free of all rj (i"e., Pai is a function of the

s6 only), we never need to compute P*, k - j+1, , . . ,rrL.

In the case Lhat Pi5 is free of allri, then we have a relation among some of

the s1 . To he more precise, the only sa's that can be contained in Pai are

x.

*.-
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s1n sp, , , , ,si and s{. The possible sa can be narrowed down even further.

Suppose that Pa,i, (for some i' <,1, i'< i) does not contain any ri's. Then only

P;'y P7,2, . , , , Pt,i, contain si,. Hence, s6, is not contained ir &i. Thus, the sp's

involved in Pai are those s;r, ib = 1, , . . ,3 that are not contained in a relation as

s6' is, together with sr.

The following conjecture is central to the statement that the algorithm

comes within one of fi,nding the minimum number of arbitrary constants. If the

conjecture is false, then minimality will not be achieved. The answer generated

is still correct, just not minimal.

Conjecture: If there exists a nontrivial polynomial function

/{(sr, ., ,,si,st) = H{exyrr,.,,, ,expri,exproJ =g

then Pa,i*1 is free of all r's (i.*., Pt,i*1 e F(st, ,sj ,st)).

In the over 100 examples tested so far, the eonjecture has yet to fail.

Property (E) of the resultant shows that the conldture !s true for a trivial case.

Property (E) tells us that whenever there is a relation between s1 and s4, P6B is

eontained in F(sr, sn). This can be seen if we nrite Pn= /b(rr)) and

P;.t= t h(rr)) where p(r] e F(rp, ,rn)[r,], and / (*), g(r) e F(sr, st)[u ].

Then

res(P1t, Ptr rr) = T es(f (p(rr)), g(p(rr)), rt)
= fpi* res (f (*), g (*), *)l; = O

The leading coefficiert, pt, of the underlying relationship between Pn and" Pa,

can not be zero. Hence res(/ (*), g{*), *) = O. But the resu}tant is contained in

F(s1, si). Thus we have a relation between s1 and s4-

Suppose that ft of the relatians Pai are free of all r's. Notice that if 4,s,is

among these f Pi,i, it is the anly P which contains s6,. Let us renumber the sa.

Then let ffi"^_k*1,,i = L, ,k, be the relation which contains sna._rc+d. Since

*
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ffi"*_&n{ is irreducible, it is a defining polynomial (minimum polynomia}) for

srn-,c+d over F(sl, ,s*-*). The primitive element theorern says that there

exists an elernent 7 such that

F(sr, , , ,srn-&Xy) = F(sr, , , , ,snr*,b)(**-r*r, , ,s*)

Thus, e*frr1, ,enf)Tm can be generated by rn - lc + 1 variables. If r2,", the

minimum polynomial for 7 over F(s r, , srn -,k ), is linear in s 1, , sm-k, er f ,

then crpr1, , eqprm can be geperated by rn - k variatlles.

Computing the primitive element 7 and" its minimum polynomial rn" such

that F.(y) = F(4, p) is not hard. Trager provides a rnethod for doing lhis. He

first computes rrLT by performing a square free resultant of *pff) and

mo{7 -sP) v-ith respect to p(*) He then,''computes the gcd of *B(f) and

moj -sF) over F(7), which is guaranteed to be linear in p (see [Trager] for

details and proofs). Thus we can solve for p (and hence a) in terms of 7.

The algorithm can be improved upon if -n'e note that the resultant is

superfluous. For any s, gcd (rnp(il, rno(7 - sP), p) must have degree at least

one over F(7). The gcd is linear when s is chosen correctly (again, there are

only a finite number of bad s). The last remainder in the gcd remainder

sequence can not be identically zero since rzo and rrLF are irreducible over F

(i"e., their gcd is one). But the gcd mod. rnris linear, henee the last remainder

equals zero, rnod. rn". Hence rn, divides this last remainder. To obtain rL?, we

factor the remainder over F and substitute 7 = a + sp into each faetor to find

the factor of lowest degree which is zero. Thus it is unnecessary to take the

resultant.

(a) There are only a finite number of choices
square iree, Thus, we try successive values of s

for S which cause the resultant nof to be
unlil we find a good value.



Some SamPle Runs

Thissectionpresentssomesamplerunsofthecnllapsingconstants

program.Thecod"eiswrit,tenint,he|oplevelMAC$YMAlanguageandisincluded

int,heappendix.Input,totheprogramisalistoft,hecoefficient.sr:fthevariables

and"alis|ofthearhitraryconstants.Theoutput,isalistoft,hecollapsed

coefificients along with a list of the new arbitrary consLant's' If the program is

only abl.e to come within one nf the minimurn number of arhitrary const'ants

needed,t.hentheprimitiveelementalongwithitsminimumpolynomialarealso

output.AnintermediateoirtputwhichconLainstirepolynomialrelationships

between the arbitrary eonstanLs (i.e.t the output of t,he flrst stage of the

algorithm) is also d"isPlaYed'

Below is an example in which the eoefficients,are linear' The program does

nnt currenNly recognize this speeial case' Nonelheless' the program is still

reasonably quick. The time may be cut, in half if special code for t,he linear case

were written.

(c1) collapse([r1+r2+r4, r1*r3*r4' r3-r3]' [r1"' r2' r3]);

#:!,rxl:!!;:::):x?ili\""."' r
iautoload / vb / rnac /jkf /Phot'otl
ita{ / va / mac / 1ut / Photot' o I

[[zs t-,zs 2,%s 3],[ - %s 3 -%sz + %s 1]'[%s 3]'

[%s3 = rp-r3,'frs Z = T ++ r3 + r r'%s I= T ++ rs + r']]

Totaltime= 3350 msec' Gctime= 8000 msec'

[[zs r,zs z,%sr*%s2],1%s 1'%sB]]

(u 1)

(di)

The next example is rnore cornplex'

requires four arbitrary eonstants and the

constants. Notice also that the answer

Notice that the original expression

answer requires only three arLritrary

is much simPler than the original
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problem.

("2) p1: (r1+rP)*r3;
Time= 0 msec.

(rB + r r)rg

(c3) pPr (r1-rZ)*r4;
Time= 16 msec.

(r r-rpJra

(ca) p3: r1*r2*r3*r4;
Time= 18 msec.

Ta*rs* rB * 11

(c5) pa: {r 1^2-1?^7,) *r3*r4;
Time= 16 msec.

(tf - rfi)rsrn

(cG) vars: [r1, r2, r3, r4]$
Time= 16 msec.

(c?) collapse([ptrlpZ, p2/p1, p1, p4, p3], vars);

llzs Lnsz,2|sB,%s 4,%s5f ,l%s r%s 2 - L,%s r%s 4 -%s32l,l%s 2,%s 4],

[%s 5 - r a * r s + r z + r !,%s 4 = (r ? -, I )r sr 4,%s 3 = {r z+ r 1) r 3,

T"s z = {r, 
- r z)-r u 

%s r = 
(rz + rl)i3

tl(r2 + r1)rs (r 1-r2)ra

Totaltirne= 40016 msec" Gctime= 3850 msec.

(d2)

(as)

(d4)

(as)

I

("?)

[[zs t, #^"2,ffin*5],[%s 1,%s3,%s b]l (d?)

The next example illustrates two points. The flrst point concerns some

optimizations. In the first stage of the algorithm, Pii is used to eliminate rr-

from Pii" Two independent optimizations ean be performed at this point. One is

to choose a Pai af "minimum" complexity under some reasonable measure of

complexity. Then switch Pii and Pii. This switeh does not effect the validity of
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the algorithm. The other optimization is t,o choose the ri of minimum d.egree

eontained in Pii and switch ra and ri. Again, this does not efiect the validity of

the algorithm. Both of these optimizations reduce the size and eomplexity of

the resultant, thus cutting the running time. Currently, the program only

performs the second optimization of finding the variable of minimum degree.

The following example has the same coefficient list as the previous example.

The order of the coefiicients h1s been changed though. Notice the large

inerease in running time. If ,the optimization of chonsing the P6i of minimum

complexity were performed, this increase would disappear. 0f course it is

important that this selection process not be tdo time consuming.

(cB) collapse([p I/p2, pa, p2/pI, p1, p3], vars);'

[[zs t,zs z,%s1,%s 4,%s s],[zs 1%s 3 - L,%s r%s z -%s +2],1%s B,%s 4], (us)

[%s 5 = r 4 * r s+ rz + r I,%s 4 = tr a+ r r)r 3, %s B = !" - "1* 
n .

\rz+ r )rs'
%s E = (, ? - r8)r sr 4,%sr = p+ l-{Iu .11- (rr -rz)r+

%rnum option is being set
Totaltime= 34316 msec. Gctime= B1B3 rnsee.

llns L
%rIP%s12-z%rI%sL+L I %rr%sl-L

;%slf,f%rL,%s I,%s5lf (ae)'%st' %sI%s 13

The second point that the above example illustrates is that the answer

which is returned is not necessarily of minimum cornplexity, just rninimum in

the number of arbitrary constants needed.

The last example shows that the algorithm is not always able to achieve the

minimum, but comes within one.

tI
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(cD) collapse(f(rl+rp)^e + Z, (r1+rZ)^B + n], [r1, rp]);

llns yns e],[ - %s?2 + 6%sz+ %s ls *6%s ra + r?,%s 1- 1?],[%sa],

l%s Z = (r, + rr)3 + 3,%s I = (rz,+ rr)p + a]]

Time= 3033 msee.

(ee)

[[zs t,zsa],[%s z,%srf,%sz,-%szp +6%sE+%s].c-6%s rz+ rz%sl_ 1?] (dg)

$ummary and Future Work

This paper present,s'an algorithm for collapsing an expression (subject to a

conjer:ture) wit'h arbitrary constants to an equivalent expression with the

minimum number of arbitrary constantu ,r*udua, provided the coefficients of the
variabies are rational functions. An obvious 4rea for future work is what to do

r'vhen the coefficient,s are no longer rational functions.

Specifically left out of the program was a function which produees a list of
eoeffici'e nts given an expression and a list of variables. This was d.one for several

reasons" The function is not, really part of the atgo{ithm.-It is heavi}y dependent

upon the algebraic system on which it is implemented", Lasily, the functinn is

hard' t'o implement using MACSYMA because of its cumbersome part extraction
routines.

If this algorithm is to be used, the above funetion along with its inverse (i.e",

taking a list of coefficients and inserting them into the correct plaee in the

expression) must be lmplernented". Also, the two optimizations discussed in the
previous section should be implemented.

currently, because prohlems are smalr (in trreir number of steps) and

because the algorithm is noi fast, (on the order of solving systems of equations),

collapsirrg constants is of lirniterJ. usefulness. However, as the computing po"rrer

af machines increases' so will the size and complexity of the problems run on

t'hem' As this occur$' we expect the at^rfornafac sirnplification pnovided by this
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algorithm will be incorporated into most symbolic algebraie systems.
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